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St. James’s Linear Park - Phase 2
Per previous communication, Parks, Landscape & Biodiversity Services
intend to implement phase 2 of the Linear park, the section between Basin
View and the LUAS tracks, in early 2023.

A Park to meet
your needs?

Three consultation events took place during the summer of 2022 to review
the concept option; online on May 19th and 24th and at the F2 centre on
June 13th.
These works aim to add amenity value to this section of the park by working
carefully with this natural environment to create space for play, small
gatherings, exercise, edible planting and refuge.

JOIN US TO DISCUSS THE DESIGN FOR
THE ST. JAMES’S LINEAR PARK PHASE 2
MONDAY JUNE 13TH, 4-5PM
F2 CENTRE

The site has significant historical value, once the route for the Grand Canal
Main Line and adjacent to the City Basin where residents once gathered for
respite on the waterside.

Dublin City Council Parks &
Landscape Services aims to implement
phase 2, the east end of the St.James’s
Linear park in 2023, the section of park
between Basin lane & Fatima station.

Before work commences, a pre-development archaeological assessment
and test excavation will be conducted to ascertain the nature and extent
of any archaeological deposits associated with the canal and City Basin so
that these features are protected during construction.
As part of this survey, the wall of the canal will be located so that sections
of the remants can be revealed or marked as part of the works as a visual
reminder of the sites history.

RED LINE BOUNDARY

CONSULTATION INVITE

This plan responds to the feedback received from residents as much as is
feasible within the site’s limitations.
The works will include:
• Additional tree planting and diverse, shrub, grass and perennial planting
that will build on and support the existing seed bed to flower.
• Formal and informal seating
• Playful landscape to encourage meandering, runnning, jumping and
balancing across the site, up and down the informal steps, mounds and
on more formal play objects.
• Accessible callisthenic equipment
• An edible garden that will be planted with fruit trees and edible plants.
Interested residents and local schools will be invited to join in planting,
establishment and development starting in November ’23 with Suzie
Cahn from Carraig Dulra organic and permaculture Farm. Invitation to
follow.
Lighting options will be developed in collaboration with DCC lighting.
The proposed works may be updated as necessary to meet guidance in
the archaeological assessment.
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Following two online consultations
in May, we invite those who didn’t
attend to join us to give feedback
on the design for the park.
Specifically we want to
hear from younger & older
residents of the area.
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Site boundary
High friction double dressed - 5-8mm / Hoggin path
2% fall directing to french drain on south side
Entrance Paving

E

Yellow Portuguese Granite Kerb - installed Flush with
adjacent surface Allow for cutting.
See 075-DCC-L-D- 1_Groundplain_Edges
French drain to footpath edge
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School boundary walll

Concrete footpath- outside project scope
Historical canal boundary - revealed where feasible See archeological report

Seating - Athenes from Area France

Edible garden

Herbaceous
Meadow - with herbaceous & bulbs
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6m long table
on grass matting

Rope course on 40 cum grass
matting. Unit to be confirmed

Dead tree removed
logs kept on site
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Options for tree planting on the road side is
outside the current scope.To be developed
with DCC Environment and Transport
Department

French Triple
Push Up Bar

6 Para
Parallel Bars

+21.500

Stepping Logs
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4 Rotating Balancing Beam
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Large Balancing Disk
on Grass matting

Historical Canal wall edge
Archaelogical study to be
conducted. Wall will be
revealed where feasible

Existing wall removed
replaced with flush granite
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Proposed visual, view east
Play value
Our sense of space and time is characterised by our own body mass and its speed
of movement. Setting into motion the
significantly larger mass of the Turning
Stone requires either much more time
or strength than is required to move
ourselves. Two possibilities exist of bringing the large mass of the Turning Stone
into motion: first, it can be achieved by
means of extreme effort over a short
period of time. The second possibility
however is amazing: merely by exercising
a slight force it is possible to set the
massive stone block into a rotating
movement which becomes faster and
faster, provided that the stone continues
to be pushed long enough. This can even
be achieved merely by using your little
finger.
Recommended for
- School children
- Young people
- Adults
- Older people
- Public play areas without supervision,
such as playgrounds, parks or similar
Turning Stone
Vandalism

not vulnerable

Supervision

not necessary

